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Abstract. Cancer cells express the M2 isoform of glycolytic 
enzyme pyruvate kinase (PKM2) for favoring the survival 
under a hypoxic condition. Considering the relative low oxygen 
microenvironment in stem cell niche, we hypothesized that 
an enhanced PKM2 expression associates with the biological 
properties of cancer stem cells. We used A549 human lung 
cancer cell line and surgical resected lung cancer tissue samples 
from patients for experiments. We confirmed the co-localiza-
tion of PKM2 and CD44, a popular marker for cancer stem 
cells in lung cancer tissue samples from patients. The expres-
sion of PKM2 was clearly observed in approximately 80% 
of the A549 human lung cancer cells. Remarkably, enhanced 
expression of PKM2 was specially observed in these cells that 
also positively expressed CD44. Downregulation of PKM2 in 
CD44+ cancer stem cells by siRNA significantly impaired the 
potency for spheroid formation, decreased the cell survival 
under fetal bovine serum deprivation and hypoxic conditions, 
but increased their sensitivity to anti-cancer drug of cisplatin 
and γ-ray. The enhanced expression of PKM2 seems to asso-
ciate with the biological properties of cancer stem cells from 
A549 human lung cancer cells. Selective targeting of PKM2 
may provide a new strategy for cancer therapy, especially for 
patients with therapeutic resistance.

Introduction

Pyruvate kinase converts phosphoenolpyruvate to pyruvate, 
catalyzing the rate-limiting step of glycolysis (1). The M1 
isoenzyme of pyruvate kinase (PKM1) is found in adult 
tissues, but the M2 isoenzyme of pyruvate kinase (PKM2) is 

a spliced variant found in embryonic stem cells (2) and cancer 
cells (3,4). It has been recently demonstrated that expression of 
PKM2 contributes to maintain the pluripotency of embryonic 
stem cells under hypoxic condition (2). The expression of 
PKM2 in cancer cells is well known to shift an aerobic glycol-
ysis, a phenomenon known as Warburg effect (3-5). Beyond 
the metabolic function, PKM2 expression in cancer cells is 
also well known to regulate tumor formation and growth by 
being instrumental in gene transcription (6,7). Many studies 
have demonstrated that the enhanced expression of PKM2 
associates with therapeutic resistance and contributes to poor 
prognosis of cancers (8,9). However, it is still necessary to 
further understand how PKM2 regulates the cell biological 
property of cancer cells.

The heterogeneity of cancer cells is generally accepted, 
and a stem cell-like subpopulation, known as ‘cancer stem 
cells’ (CSCs) has been identified in various types of malignant 
tumors (10,11). Although lacking of consensus on the definition 
and markers for identification, CSCs are widely recognized as 
a subpopulation among cancer cells that keeps the properties 
of self-renewal and tumor initiation (10,11). CSCs are also well 
known to play key roles in the tumor therapeutic resistance, 
metastasis and recurrence (12). Therefore, CSCs are consid-
ered to be promising targets for the treatment of cancers.

Normal tissue specific stem cells are considered as the 
main origin of cancers (13,14), and the CSCs are thought to 
have inherited, at least partly, the characterization of normal 
tissue specific stem cells. Actually, the identification of CSCs 
has simply shared markers of hematopoietic stem cells, 
including the most popularly used cell surface markers of 
CD44 and CD133 (15-17). The expression of either CD44 or 
CD133 in cancer cells has also been previously demonstrated 
to contribute to therapeutic resistance (18,19). As CD44 posi-
tive lung cancer cells were shown to have stem-like properties 
in a previous study (17), we used CD44 as lung cancer stem cell 
biomarker in the present study. Considering the relatively low 
oxygen microenvironment of stem cell niche (20,21), we herein 
examined the hypothesis that cancer cells might enhance 
the expression of glycolytic enzyme PKM2 to facilitate the 
phenotype of CSCs, which thereby change the cell biological 
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properties in resistance to chemotherapy, radiotherapy and 
various stresses.

Materials and methods

Immunohistological analysis on the expression of PKM2 
and CD44 in human lung cancer tissues. By using surgical 
resected tissue samples from 5 patients of lung cancer 
(3 slides per sample), we investigated the expression and 
co-localization of PKM2 and CD44 in lung cancer cells. 
Briefly, 5-µm paraffin tissue sections were mounted on 
polylysine-coated slides. The slides were deparaffinized in 
xylene, cleared in a graded ethanol series and heat-treated for 
30 min in 10 mM citrate buffer pH 7.0 in a microwave at 98˚C 
for antigen retrieval. After blocking with Blocking One Histo 
(Nacalai Tesque, Inc., Kyoto, japan), slides were stained 
with primary antibody specific against PKM2 (#4053S; 
Cell Signal Technology, Danvers, MA, uSA) for 1 h at room 
temperature, and then followed by PE-conjugated secondary 
antibody. Slides were washed and then incubated with 
FITC-conjugated rabbit anti-human CD44 antibody (R&D 
Systems, Minneapolis, MN, uSA). Nuclei were labelled with 
DAPI. Informed consent was obtained from each patient, and 
the study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of 
jiangxi Cancer Hospital.

Human lung cancer cells and cell culture. The A549 human 
lung cancer cells were maintained in RPMI-1640 basic 
medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 
in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO2 at 37˚C.

Immunocytochemistry. To confirm the relationship between 
an enhanced expression of PKM2 and the phenotype of CSCs, 
we performed double immunostaining with PKM2 and CD44. 
Briefly, cells cultured on 4-well culture slides were fixed in 
1% formaldehyde for 10 min. After blocking with 2% bovine 
serum albumin (BSA), the cells were incubated with the rabbit 
specific anti-human PKM2 polyclonal antibody (#4053S; Cell 
Signal Technology) for 1 h at room temperature and then 
followed by PE-conjugated secondary antibody. Culture slides 
were washed and then were incubated with FITC-conjugated 
rabbit anti-human CD44 antibody (R&D Systems). Cell 
nuclei were stained with DAPI. The positively stained cells 
were observed under fluorescence microscope with 200-fold 
magnification.

The purification of CD44+ CSCs. The CD44+ CSCs were puri-
fied by using the Magnetic Cell Sorting system (autoMACS; 
Miltenyi Biotec, Inc., Auburn, CA, USA) (22). Briefly, single 
cell suspension of A549 cells was incubated with anti-human 
CD44 antibody (Miltenyi Biotec) for 30 min. After washing, 
CD44+ cells were separated by passing a MACS column. The 
purity of the CD44+ CSCs collected by the autoMACS was 
~95%.

Knockdown of PKM2. To further understand the biological 
roles of PKM2 expression in cancer cells, we knocked down 
the expression of PKM2 in CD44+ CSCs by PKM siRNA 
(L-006781-00-0005; GE Healthcare Dharmacon, Inc., 
Lafayette, CO, uSA). The control group was transfected 

with a negative control siRNA (Thermo Fisher Scientific/
Dharmacon). Briefly, cells were seeded in 6-well plates or 
4-well chamber slides (for immunostaining), and transient 
transfections were then performed with DharmaFECT-1 trans-
fection reagent according to THE manufacturer's protocol. 
The efficiency on PKM2 siRNA knockdown was confirmed 
by western blot analysis as described below.

Western blot analysis. The expression level of PKM2 in CD44+ 
CSCs was measured by western blot analysis as previously 
described (23). Briefly, the total protein was purified from cells, 
separated using SDS-PAGE gels, and then were transferred 
to nitrocellulose membranes. After blocking, the membranes 
were incubated with rabbit polyclonal antibody specific against 
PKM2 (#4053S; Cell Signal Technology) or goat monoclonal 
antibody against β-actin (Cell Signal Technology), followed by 
the appropriate horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary 
antibodies. The expression was visualized using an enhanced 
chemiluminescence detection kit.

Spheroid formation assay. We further examined the char-
acterization of CSCs by spheroid formation assay. Briefly, 
1x103 CD44+ CSCs were seeded in 60 mm low cell binding 
dish (Nunc, Roskilde, Denmark). After 7 days of culture, 
the formation of spheres was observed under phase-contrast 
microscopy and the total number of spheroids in each culture 
dish was counted.

Clonogenic assay. For clonogenic assay, we seeded CD44+ 
CSCs into 6-well plates at a density of 100 cells/well (24). 
After an overnight incubation, the cells were exposed to the 
indicated doses of γ-rays, and the formation of colonies was 
quantified 7 days after irradiation. Colonies with >50 cells 
were counted under a microscope.

Assessment of anticancer drug sensitivity. To evaluate the 
anticancer drug sensitivity, cells were seeded in 96-well 
culture plates at a density of 5x103 cells/well and cultured 
overnight. Cells were then treated with various concentrations 
of cisplatin (CDDP). After 48 h, cell survival and proliferation 
was evaluated by the MTT [3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-
2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide] assay. Briefly, MTT were 
added to medium for 4 h, and the formation of formazan 
from MTT in viable cells was stopped by adding lysis buffer 
24 h after the addition of MTT. The absorbance of formazan 
was measured at 570 nm using a microplate reader (Thermo 
Scientific Multiskan FC).

Estimation of the tolerance to FBS and oxygen depletion 
stresses. To evaluate the resistance of cells to FBS deprivation 
and hypoxic stress, cells were seeded in 96-well culture plates 
at a density of 5x103 cells/well and maintained in a low FBS 
(1% FBS) culture medium or low oxygen condition (1% O2) for 
24 h. The survival and proliferation of cells was then measured 
by the MTT assay as described above.

Statistical analysis. All results are presented as the 
means ± SD. The statistical analysis was done by one-way 
ANOVA followed by the Bonferroni post hoc test among 
groups, or by the unpaired t-test between two groups (SPSS II; 
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SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, uSA). Differences were considered 
significant at P<0.05.

Results

Co-expression of PKM2 and CD44 in lung cancer cells from 
surgically resected tissue samples. By using lung cancer tissue 
samples from patients, we could clearly observe that some lung 
cancer cells positively expressed CD44 (Fig. 1A). Furthermore, 
these CD44+ cancer cells were also highly expressed with 
PKM2 (Fig. 1A), supported the likely relationship between 
PKM2 expression and cancer stem cell phenotype.

Enhanced expression of PKM2 is closely associated with the 
phenotype of CSCs. PKM2 was highly expressed in ~80% 
of the A549 lung cancer cells. Over 70% of these A549 cells 
also positively expressed CD44, a marker popularly used for 
identifying CSCs. We noted that the enhanced expression of 
PKM2 was specially observed in the cells that also strongly 
expressed CD44 (Fig. 1B).

To confirm the directly relationship between PKM2 expres-
sion and the biological property of CSCs, we purified CD44+ 
CSCs for further studies. We knocked down the expression of 
PKM2 in CD44+ CSCs by siRNA, and then observed how the 
decrease of PKM2 expression could change the phenotype of 
CD44+ CSCs. The siRNA knockdown clearly decreased the 

expression of PKM2 in CD44+ CSCs (Fig. 1B and C), and also 
resulted in a slightly decrease in the expression of CD44 in 
cells (Fig. 1B).

By using the spheroid forming assay, a widely accepted 
in vitro method for the assessment of cancer stem cell potency, 
we found that the knockdown of PKM2 significantly decreased 
the property of CD44+ CSCs in forming spheroid in vitro 
(Fig. 2). These data suggest that the enhanced PKM2 expres-
sion directly associates with cancer stem cell phenotype.

Figure 1. Relationship between the PKM2 and CD44 expression. (A) The expression of PKM2 and CD44 in lung cancer tissue samples from patients. Scale 
bar, 50 µm. (B) The expression of PKM2 in CD44+ cancer stem cells with or without PKM2 knockdown. Scale bar, 50 µm. (C) Western blot analysis on PKM2 
expression in the CD44+ cancer stem cells with or without PKM2 knockdown. NC, negative control siRNA.

Figure 2. Spheroid formation capacity of CD44+ cancer stem cells. The 
number of spheroids in each culture dish was counted by microscopy. (A) 
Representative image of spheroid formation. Scale bar, 100 µm. (B) The 
average number of spheroids. Data are presented as mean ± SD. NC, negative 
control siRNA.
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Enhanced PKM2 expression contributes to the stress resis-
tance of CSCs. To test how the enhanced PKM2 expression in 
CD44+ CSCs contributes to resistant to stresses, we exposed 
cells to FBS deprivation and hypoxic conditions. We found 
that the downregulation of PKM2 in CD44+ CSCs did not 
change their survival in medium supplemented with 10% 
FBS and under 20% oxygen condition (Fig. 3). However, the 
knockdown of PKM2 by siRNA significantly decreased the 
survival of CD44+ CSCs under FBS deprivation (1% FBS) and 
low oxygen (1% O2) conditions (Fig. 3).

Enhanced PKM2 expression contributes to the therapeutic 
resistance of CSCs. We also examined how the enhanced 
expression of PKM2 in CD44+ CSCs contributes to resistance 
to chemotherapy and radiotherapy. The knockdown of PKM2 
expression in CD44+ CSCs significantly decreased their 
survival under different concentrations of CDDP (Fig. 4A). 
Similarly, clonogenic assay showed that the knockdown of 
PKM2 expression also significantly decreased the colony 

formation capacity of CD44+ CSCs after exposure to 1 or 3 Gy 
γ-ray (Fig. 4B).

Discussion

PKM2 is generally known to be expressed at high levels in 
tumors, which functionally contribute to the rapidly growth 
of cancer cells even under a relative hypoxic microenviron-
ment (3-6,25). However, PKM2 is not necessary for tumor cell 
proliferation, and heterozygous PKM2 mutations have been 
found in human tumors (26). It has also been implied that the 
inactive state of PKM2 is associated with the proliferating cell 
population within tumors, but non-proliferating tumor cells 
require active pyruvate kinase (26). This suggests that the 
variable of PKM2 expression supports the different metabolic 
requirements of proliferating and non-proliferating tumor 
cells. Considering the heterogeneity of tumor cells (10,11), the 
relative quiescent state of cancer stem cells may well match to 
these non-proliferating tumor cells with high pyruvate kinase 
expression. Actually, our data from both clinical lung cancer 
tissue samples and a human lung cancer cell line have clearly 
shown an enhanced expression of PKM2 in these cancer cells 
that positively expressed CD44, a popular marker for CSCs in 
various types of cancers.

To further confirm the role of PKM2 on the biological 
property of cancer stem cells, we knocked down the PKM2 
expression in CD44+ CSCs. In agreement with a previous 
study (27), the PKM2 knockdown in CD44+ CSCs resulted in a 
modest impairment of cell proliferation under general culture 
conditions. Cell apoptosis is rarely observed in these CD44+ 
CSCs by TuNEL staining, thus, we did not regularly evaluate 
cell apoptosis in this study. Notably, the PKM2 knockdown in 
CD44+ CSCs significantly decreased the capacity of spheroids 
formation in vitro and the resistant to FBS deprivation and 
hypoxic stress, but significantly increased the sensitivity to 
chemotherapy and radiotherapy. All of these data confirmed 
the direct relationship between the enhanced expression of 
PKM2 and the biological property of cancer stem cells. As 
PKM1 and PKM2 are different splicing products of PKM 
gene (exon 9 for PKM1 and exon 10 for PKM2) (28), it is 
impossible to specifically knock down PKM2. Although 
cancer cells are known to mainly express PKM2, the transfec-
tion with PKM siRNA in the present study may also change 
the expression of PKM1 and probably results in some other 
off-target effects.

The expression of CD44 in cancer stem cells has been 
previously demonstrated to associate with the resistance to 
oxidative stress and chemotherapy (29). PKM2 expression 
in cancer cells is also well known to contribute to tumor 
progression and therapeutic resistance (3-7,30). A recent study 
has reported that the ablation of CD44 expression in hypoxic 
cancer cells significantly increases the expression of PKM2 
but decreases glucose uptake, which results in an enhanced 
sensitivity to anticancer drugs (21). In the present study, we 
simply used CD44 as a marker for the identification/purifica-
tion of cancer stem cells. An enhanced expression of PKM2 
was observed in these CD44+ CSCs, but the role of CD44 
expression on the resistance to drugs was not investigated. 
Therefore, the direct regulatory relationship between PKM2 
and CD44 is still questionable. This study is largely limited by 

Figure 3. The tolerance of CD44+ cancer stem cells under fetal bovine serum 
(FBS) deprivation and hypoxic conditions. (A) CD44+ cancer stem cells with 
or without the knockdown of PKM2 were cultured in medium supplemented 
with 1 or 10% FBS, and the cell survival was evaluated by MTT assay 24 h 
after culture. (B) CD44+ cancer stem cells with or without the knockdown 
of PKM2 were maintained in 1 or 20% oxygen incubators and the cell sur-
vival was evaluated by MTT assay 24 h after culture. Data are presented as 
mean ± SD. NC, negative control siRNA.

Figure 4. The resistance of CD44+ cancer stem cells to chemotherapy and 
radiotherapy. (A) CD44+ cancer stem cells with or without the knockdown 
of PKM2 were exposed to different concentrations of cisplatin (CDDP) 
in medium, and the cell survival was evaluated by MTT assay 48 h after 
CDDP  treatment. (B) CD44+ cancer stem cells with or without the knock-
down of PKM2 were exposed to different doses of γ-ray, and the formation 
of colonies from the surviving cancer cells was counted 7 days after γ-ray 
exposure. Data are presented as mean ± SD. Scale bar, 200 µm. NC, negative 
control siRNA.
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using a single cell line. We attempted to isolate CD44+ cells 
from several other lung cancer cell lines, such as NCI-H1975, 
NCI-H1299 and NCI-H1437 cells. However, the purified 
CD44+ cells from these cell lines showed very poor stability 
on the expression of CD44 during the culture process. Further 
studies in other cancer cell lines will be needed to confirm our 
findings.

Although the clear relationship between the enhanced 
expression of PKM2 and the biological property of cancer stem 
cells, it is unclear how the PKM2 expression facilitates the 
biological property of cancer stem cells. Beyond the function 
in regulating anabolic metabolism, PKM2 is also known to 
serve as transcriptional co-activators (4-7). A recent study has 
demonstrated that the stimulation of epithelial-mesenchymal 
transition results in the nuclear translocation of PKM2 in colon 
cancer cells (31). Furthermore, it has been found that the phos-
phorylated PKM2 can translocate into the nucleus to serve as 
a co-activator of β-catenin to induce c-Myc expression (32). As 
the expression of c-Myc and β-catenin has been demonstrated 
to associate with normal tissue stem cells, pluripotent stem 
cells, and cancer stem cells (33-35), it is possible that PKM2 
facilitates the biological property of cancer stem cells through 
the induction of β-catenin and c-Myc.

The data from the present study clearly indicate that the 
enhanced expression of PKM2 in lung cancer cells likely 
associated with the biological properties of cancer stem 
cells, including the resistant to various stresses and therapies. 
Therefore, selective targeting of PKM2 may change the 
biological property of cancer stem cells, which provides a new 
strategy for treatment of cancer.
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